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Abstract
By the development of the software industry and the advances
of the software engineering, the use of Object Oriented Software
Engineering (OOSE) has increased in the software complex real
world. The origin of the OOSE in evaluation and design of the
software has expanded much and is now considered as one of
the software integration processes. The OOSE is combination
of Object Oriented Analysis (OOA) models, Object Oriented
Design (OOD) and the Object Oriented Programming (OOP)
which provide a powerful way for development of the software.
The OOSE provides the possibility of OOP on the development
and production of the software after the analysis and designing
the software. In the paper, we study the general terms and issues
which effects software development in industry.
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I. Introduction
The concept of object oriented programming comes from the
programming languages.The first programming language
Simula that come with the feature of object oriented paradigm
and developed into the language Simula 67. It was introduced in
1960’s. In the 1970’s this language then used as a platform for
development of programming language Smalltalk. In the 1980s
the C++ was introduces which put the concept of Simula into it.
In the 1990s the object oriented programming languages become
famous and complex enough through which it used to handle
large complexities of interacting components. After this the object
orientation also applied to object oriented design (OOD) and object
oriented analysis (OOA) of software system. The languages use
the feature to combine methods and data into single unit. Object
oriented used to solve the real world problems.
Fundamentals of OO are often explained in terms of features
provided by OOP languages. It helps us to design higher level of
abstraction. It helps to perform manipulation by the programmer
into the system. It is acceptable for designing and implementing
software system in area range from client server to real time.
Procedural approaches were not best fit to adapt new requirement
and does not contain the potential of reuse. Most of the performance
failure is due to the issues in the development process and in
the architecture design phase. It becomes engineer to check the
performance goal effectively.
II. Object Oriented Software Engineering
By the development of the software industry, the OOSE tries to
create the trends which make the development of the software fast
and with low costs. So, the OOSE could be described as combination
of activities and object oriented methods on development of the
software. OOSE makes a structure in which the methods,processes
and tools are combined for development of software.
The key point in OOSE is the design and analysis phases which
play the role and the relation dependency. The object oriented
programs generally include objects which use classes to get
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in relationship. So, the object oriented programming software
engineering relies on theobjects.
The object oriented models is a set of the activities for development
of the software and they used develop any activity according to
a set of the goals. So, OOSE leads to reuse of the software and
enters the integration capability into the software. The integration
process is a struggle to reach the best specifications of the models
of the software process. The most important key role of the OOP
is the reuse of the codes in software development process. The
OOP for reuse will lead to reduction of the costs and the reduction
of coding of the software. All methods and member functions are
defined in description of a class. Now a daysmost of the software
are object oriented because they make software development
easier and fast.
Object oriented software engineering play key role in development
of software, because the object oriented features are very effective
in program structure, program sectioning and its complexity.
Also, the Component Based Development is more advantageous
in increasing the reusability capability, reduction of costs and
the time of production and is a very important point in software
development.
III. The Object Oriented Software Engineering Models
In OOSE, the software systems develop by models which use
requirements, designing and OOPs. So, OOSE is composed of a
set of models which create a framework for software development.
The fast development in software engineering and the changes of
technology in this field are the causes which lead to use of OOSE
as a framework for integrity and development.
A. Mapping

Fig. 1: Mapping View of Analysis and Design Model
A. Object Oriented Analysis
The analysis provides the description and checkpoint in software
development because software development takes look to the
findings of the analysis. The OOA consists set of software
engineering activities to the software development requirement
.When software point view is consider, the OOA finds the software
requirements in software development activities. The OOA
process the main requirements of the users, studies the feasibilities,
validates the specifications and manages the requirement. The
OOA identify all classes and the relationship between the classes
and their behavior. The goal of OOA is development of a model
which describes the requirements of the users.. So, OOA in OOSE
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makes the main activities, the classes and their relationship, the
system behavior and the data in relationship to the classes become
definite.
B. Object Oriented Design
The main goal of OOSE is the efficiency, reliability, reusability
and sharing of resources in software systems. Hence, increase the
reusability factor in software development. The OOD is focused
on organizing the objects in the classes and all methods and the
functions in a class are defined in OOD phase. It is the next step
to object oriented analysis. OOD is a process in which the user
requirements are transformed to a design for software creation.
In OOD all requirements in an analysis model must be as the
requirements of the users. OOD transforms the data objects to
the data classes which perform the software development. So,
OOD leads to a structure in which the class implementation takes
place after requirements analysis. OOD in OOSE includes two
main factors.
• Software should have no errors violating the operation of
it.
• The relations between the data objects and other information
related to each other must be defined.
C. Object Oriented Programming
It is basic techniques of coding is OOP. It is done by some
programming languages which has the features and capabilities
of OOPS. It is the implementation phase. So, when software is
implemented by OOP, it is possible to say that software includes
a set of commands and in relation classes, and if the classes are
organized, reusable codes are created which reduce the time and
the costs of production. So, the complexity of the operations is
reduced and the large software could be manages better. The use
of OOP makes the producers hide the complexity of the software
systems in classes. The OOP models the relationship between the
objects of the classes. And the objects used to send and receive
message by the message passing feature it contains. The OOP
uses the data and the functions and provides the reusability and
creation make software development takes place fast. OOP model
uses some features for software development systems. Three main
features and instance of OOP are:1. Objects:
An object has the following characteristics.
• state
For recording the history of an object
• Behaviour
The observable effects based on its state and the relations with
other objects.
• Identity
As known by other objects, either by name or by reference.
• Relations
Relations between objects are expressed by interactions in the
form of message passing.
2. Encapsulation:
In OOP classes encapsulates the data along with member function
(methods) for the purpose of hiding. So, encapsulation organizes
the data and the methods better. Also, encapsulation is often called
hiding information. Encapsulation creates limits in accessing the
internal data of the classes. So, encapsulation creates a packet
which protects the internal instances from the users. Capsulation
is the completeness and integrity that shows the relation of the data
w w w. i j c s t. c o m
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and the methods of the classes in integration. Figure (2) shows
encapsulation modeling.

Fig. 2: Encapsulation of Data and Methods
As you can see in fig. 2, using the encapsulation, it is possible to
packet all variables and the functions in classes.
3. Polymorphism
Using polymorphism in OOP it is possible to define more than
one same name functions with different structure. In other word
polymorphism term means one name different forms. Polymorphism
makes a function to get implemented in different ways in classes
and sub classes and get different forms. Polymorphism creates a
common interface for different implementation of a function for
the programmer which operates different for different objects.
Polymorphism means “one class, some functions with different
structure.
4. Inheritance
Inheritance is an operation in which an object can get traits from
another object. So, using the inheritance we can inherit traits
which are needed from the super class and inherit down to the base
class. There can be chances where properties are inherited from
more than two classes. SO, if changes take place in data and the
functions of the inherited classes, they will be operated in other
inheriting classes. It is the power full feature of object oriented
language like java. Reusability of the codes is one of the main
advantages of inheritance.
5. Information Hiding
Hiding of information about an object can be done by deliberately
making this information inaccessible. Objects composed in this
way are vertical related with the objects they are composed of.
IV. Issues With Object-Orientation
We describe some of important issues related to OO that lead to
a lot of confusion and problems in this area. These are described
below:A. Modelling Versus Reuse
During the last 10 years of change our focus is toward the objectoriented community. From being mainly interested in reuse of
code, the focus has shifted to analysis and design. We argue that
there should be a balance between these extremes to fully realize
the benefits of the potential for object orientation to integrate
analysis, design and implementation.
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B. Explicit Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework underlying object oriented modelling
should be used independently of the languages. This separation
is necessary to avoid limiting the developer by the expressive
power of the languages and to produce new requirements for
language design.
C. Abstraction Mechanisms
Although there is some procedure about the core abstraction
mechanisms, there are still a number of differences between
the common languages. We discuss alternative mechanisms for
supporting classification and composition, single and multiple
inheritance, inner versus super, generosity versus virtual classes,
encapsulation, dynamic versus static typing and types versus
classes.
D. Class-based Versus Prototype-Based Languages
Prototype-based languages are one of the most interesting
developments within object-orientation. Prototype-based
languages makes possible to program without classes, in general
they do not support programming using a class-like style. We
argue that the class-like style should be supported.
E. Concurrency
Simula67 uses a notation of quasi-parallel processes in the form of
active objects that are used for representing concurrent processes.
They have also been the basis for the design of concurrency in
BETA. No other object-oriented language seems to have adapted
the Simula67 notation of active object. There are a number of
proposals for concurrency in object-oriented languages, but no
single model has been widely accepted. We argue that the Simula67
approach is considered a good approach to concurrency.
F. Features
When people are questioned with the fundamentals of OO, they
reply with a list of features provided by OOP languages instead
of what OO is truly about. The features mentioned mostly are
inheritance, polymorphism, encapsulation, and abstraction. For
OO these features are irrelevant, apart from abstraction but the term
is wrongly used here. To describe OO in terms of features provided
by OOP languages that support OO leads to the conclusion that
for a programming language to be OO, it has to support these
features. This circular reasoning is certainly not helpful for a good
understanding of what OO is truly about.
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G. Abstraction and Generalization
There is a lot of confusion over abstraction and generalization, or
rather they are interchanged. But Abstraction and generalization
are not the same. With abstraction some detail is left out that is
considered not important in a description on a higher level of
abstraction. With generalization that detail is not left out, but
described in a general way on the same level of abstraction.
V. Conclusion
Software engineering has the robust representation to measure
the real world entities with the help of object oriented software
engineering. It emphasizes on the reuse and complex development
of software product with the help of object oriented analysis,
object oriented design and object oriented programming. With the
feature like objects, encapsulations, polymorphism, inheritance,
information hiding and abstraction it can be seen that production
of software is better by using these capabilities.
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